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- Participated in the 3rd International Orchid Symposium, Seoul, South Korea, 7-9 March 2018.
- Participated in International Conference on Biotic Plant Interactions, Xiamen, China, 17-21 August 2017.
- Participated in the 6th Asian Conference on Plant Pathology, Jeju Island, Korea, 13-16 September 2017.
- Participated in the Chinese Society for Plant Pathology annual meeting, in Tai’an, China 25-29 July, 2017.
- Organised the 14th International Symposium on Virus Diseases of Ornamental Plants, 26-29 June 2016 in Singapore.
- Participated in Asia-Pacific Orchid Conference in Bangkok, Thailand 18-23 March 2016.
• Executive Vice President of Hokkaido University, Japan, Professor Ichiro Uyeda visited Singapore on 7 March 2015.
• Visited Chiang Mai University, Thailand on tobacco virus diseases from 19-22 April 2015.
• Participated in the 5th Asian Conference on Plant Pathology in Chiang Mai, Thailand from 2-7 November 2014.
• Signed an MOU with Japanese Plant Pathology Society for research collaboration in 2014.
• Participated in the Chinese Society for Plant Pathology annual meeting, in Shenyang China from 26 July – 4 August 2014.
• Participated in International Orchid Symposium in Bangkok, Thailand from 18-21 February 2014.
• Participated in the 10th International Congress on Plant Pathology, Beijing, China, 25-31 August 2013.

Society Conferences and Workshops. 2013-2018: Nil

Funding opportunities: Nil

Wong Sek Man

President, Plant Society (Singapore)
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